
 
 
 

ThoughtSpot – Chapter Reporting System (CRS) Replacement Frequently Asked Questions 
(FAQ) 

 
Q1. What is ThoughtSpot? 
 
A.    ThoughtSpot empowers everyone to create, consume, and operationalize data-driven insights. Our consumer-grade search and 
AI technology delivers true self-service analytics that anyone can use. It is the new way to get fast answers from your Chapter 
member data. ThoughtSpot allows you to get a quick glance at your Chapter’s KPIs in real-time. It will be easier to use and gives the 
opportunity for your question to be answered within the tool vs. waiting for your Chapter Engagement Staff Support to deliver ad 
Hoc reporting requests. ThoughtSpot will be your essential tool for Annual Planning and for your quarterly reviews. 
 
Q2.  Why is ThoughtSpot replacing the existing Chapter Reporting System (CRS)? 
  
A.    ThoughtSpot meets the market need for Chapter Leaders to better engage their Chapter Members, increase Chapter value, 
decrease time spent waiting for Chapter Member KPIs, and increase the ease of use when accessing data from PMI-GHQ. As full 
functionality is activated within ThoughtSpot, the Chapter Reporting System will become less relevant and accurate, at which point 
there will be a plan to sunset the solution. The Chapter Reporting System will remain active through the remainder of 2022. 
 
Q3. What are key dates for rolling out ThoughtSpot to Chapters? 
 
A.    The training dates are being scheduled for the following dates for 120 minutes in length, we do not anticipate taking the entire 
120 minutes but wanted ample opportunity for Q&A. The sessions will be recorded but we are highly encouraging your participation 
in one (1) of the upcoming sessions.  
  

Tuesday, 19 July - 9 AM - 11 AM Eastern  
Thursday, 21 July - 7 PM - 9 PM Eastern 
Tuesday, 26 July - 10 AM - 12 PM Eastern 
Thursday, 28 July - 7 PM - 9 PM Eastern  
 

In support the adoption of ThoughtSpot, the accompanying office hours are scheduled for the following dates for 60 minutes in 
length and more akin to a university professor’s office hours. Those who wish to attend will have an opportunity to interact, 
collaborate, ask questions, and seek clarity from ThoughtSpot project team members. These are optional sessions.  

  
Monday, 1 August - 9 AM Eastern 
Tuesday, 9 August - 9 AM Eastern 
Tuesday, 23 August - 7 PM Eastern 
Tuesday, 6 September - 7 PM Eastern 
Tuesday, 20 September - 9 AM Eastern 
Tuesday, 4 October - 7 PM Eastern 
Tuesday, 18 October - 9 AM Eastern 
 

 
Q4. How are we communicating this change to Chapter Leaders? 
 
A.    Direct Emails and PMInsights 
 
  



 
 
Q5. Where should Chapter Leaders direct questions or issues? 
 
A.    You can contact your Chapter Engagement Partner, Chapter Operations Analyst or contact the project team at 
ThoughtSpot@pmi.org.  
 
Q6. Why do I only see Membership Reports?  
 
A.    The first data set to be available in ThoughtSpot will be Membership data. Additional data sets, such as prospective 
membership, certification, annual chapter membership survey data will be available in future releases. We will be prioritizing the 
data sets available in Chapter Reporting System (CRS) first. Once we complete those data sets, we will begin onboarding new data 
sets like Chapter Performance Statistics, Chapter Guest Pass usage and other data sets to be determined throughout 2023. 
 
Q7. What if there is data that I want to see but I do not?  
 
A.    Please send an email to ThoughtSpot@pmi.org or submit a feedback form with the fields you desire and a description of why or 
how this data will best support the chapter’s operations. 
 
Q8. How do we give chapter officers access to ThoughtSpot?  
 
A.    All Chapter Leaders can have access to ThoughtSpot, but only those with permission in accordance with the existing security 
model will be given access to the data. To have a Chapter Leader access the ThoughtSpot data, the individual will need to be listed 
(checked) in the Component System (CS) with the Chapter Reporting System and Charter Renewal Process selected, which is in 
alignment with the existing security model. 
 
Q9. Does ThoughtSpot have a preferred operating system or browser? 
 
A.    Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Microsoft Edge are all supported; however, Microsoft Edge is not recommended. 
 
Q10. Will ThoughtSpot be able to serve us with CRM capabilities like tracking networking and event participation? 
 
A.    While it does not directly serve CRM needs, it does integrate with many of the larger CRM tools like Salesforce, HubSpot, etc.  
 
Q11. Will we be able to load in our own Chapter data? 
 
A.    It is not a current capability; however, it is on the roadmap and will come in future releases. 
 
Q12. Can we create custom reports for ourselves, that we can then later access vs. Building a new report each time? 
 
A.    Yes, if you have the access to modify reports within your role at the Chapter, you can save a report you created, and it can then 
be accessed via Answers from the toolbar. 
 
Q13. Will there be a community element where reports can be shared across Chapters to be replicated within respective data 
spaces? 
 
A.    PMI aspires to have a community element where users can help one another, collaborate and leverage a collective knowledge 
to best leverage ThoughtSpot’s analytical capabilities. We have not identified the right tool to help us create this community yet, but 
if you have any suggestions, please be sure to send them to ThoughtSpot@pmi.org.  
 
Q14. Why did PMI choose to move to ThoughtSpot rather than Tableau? 
 
A.    ThoughtSpot is best aligned with the market need, as it provides a simpler way to drill into reports and discover the answers 
within various data sets. 
 
Q15. What is the difference between PMI Joindate and PMI Begindate? 
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A.    PMI Joindate is a static date including the first membership transaction payment for a member. PMI Begindate is the start date 
of the current (most recent) membership cycle. 
 
Q16. What is the difference between Chap Status and Chapter Membership Status? 
 
A.    Chapter Membership Status shows if the individual is a member of any chapter. Chap Status shows if an individual is a member 
in the chapter that the row of data corresponds to. Example: We can count how many users have a chapter status of active using 
Chapter Membership Status. We can count how many active chapter status’ there are using Chap Status (A user may be active in 
more than one Chapter, so the Chap Status would bring back a higher count). 
 
Q17. How can I best differentiate between PMI membership data fields and Chapter membership data fields? 
 
A.    Anytime the term membership is used, it is then considered a PMI membership. Chapter membership terms will always use the 
word “Chapter” as a preface.  
 
Q18. What is the definition of the term Person ID? 
 
A.    Historically speaking, PMI has provided data on an individual’s PMI ID; however, we are striving to align our vocabulary and 
begin to refer to this term as Person ID.  

 
Person ID: Unique ID for every user on pmi.org  
PMI ID: Internally, this is nothing. Externally, this term is used to refer to Person ID.  
Member ID: A unique ID given to every member (past, present, future) of PMI 
Cert ID: Unique ID for every certification obtained through PMI 

  
Member ID and Cert ID are rarely used internally, other than as a means by which to obtain unique counts. For example: 
there may be a count of 10 Person IDs (=10 people) and a count of 15 Cert IDs for those 10 people. (Because 1 person may 
have multiple Certifications / Cert IDs) 

 
Q19. Since Chapter data is now in Snowflake, and connected to ThoughtSpot, are we going to have our data refreshed 
immediately? 
 
A.    Internal business rules and processes, as they relate to the monthly reconciliation process of memberships, will still be in place 
until changes can be addressed internally. Once the internal business rules are updated and communicated as part of a future 
release, ThoughtSpot will be updated accordingly to refresh within Snowflake which occurs multiple times each day. 
 
Q20. If we must wait until the end of the month for some membership metrics, how will we be able to track trends? 
 
A.    When identifying trends, it is recommended to look at month over month reports to get the most accurate depiction. All 
monthly data will be reconciled by the 10th of each month (I.e. May 2022 monthly data will be reconciled and valued as actual data 
by 10 June 2022). 
 
  



 
 
Q21. Which Officers / Chapter Leaders should we grant access to ThoughtSpot? 
 
A.    It would be recommended to only grant access to Chapter Leaders who need to make use of Chapter Member data which 
includes personal identifiable information. Ideally your Chapter will have policies set up around permissions and access. The PMI 
Policy Manual, Section 6, highlights the Member Data Use Agreement which is applicable to reference as well when guiding these 
policies with your Chapter. 
 
Q22. What do we do in the interim while the Consolidated Company Name field hasn't merged to instances of the same company 
(i.e. IBM, International Business Machines, etc.)? 
 
A.    Since that is a manual field, it is not ideal and relies heavily on user input. It is a field that is being investigated to establish some 
sense of logic that will merge companies under different aliases into one Company Name. In the meantime, please send an email to 
ThoughtSpot@pmi.org. We will then manually add that company code and add it to the list. 
 
Q23. What is the key difference between Chapter Join Date and Chapter Start Date? 
 
A.    Chapter Join Date will highlight the year that the member first joined the Chapter. Chapter Start Date will show the last time 
they renewed their chapter membership. 
 
Q24. Are we able to view ThoughtSpot from our mobile devices? 
 
A.    Yes! The mobile ThoughtSpot app is most useful for seeing real time metrics, validating key data points, and perhaps capturing a 
quick visual from existing Liveboards and Answers. If you want to dive deeper into the data, or create additional reports, it would be 
recommended to access the tool from your desktop application. 
 
Q25. I am trying to search for ZipCode, and I cannot seem to find the field. 
 
A.    The data field in PMI data sets is Postal Code. You will be able to search by Postal Code to identify this field of interest. 
 
Q26. I noticed that some of our chapter members have PMI Membership and Chapter Membership expirations that extend >1 
year ahead. Is it possible for my chapter member to have multiple years of chapter membership? 
 
A.    Yes, it is possible that the member's chapter membership was part of a group billing which encompassed multiple years of 
membership. However, it may be helpful to validate it on the backend, so please send an email to ThoughtSpot@pmi.org and we will 
check the record to ensure this is the case for your chapter member. 
 
Q27. What is R.E.N. status? Additionally, which Chapter Members and Non-Chapter Members can I send emails to? 
 
A.    R.E.N. (Receive Electronic Notification) is a status set by an individual to receive electronic notifications. Transactional emails 
along the lines of “Time to Renew”, receipts, etc. can be sent to Chapter Members and Non-Members who have their R.E.N. set to 
“Yes” and “No”. Promotional emails along the lines of “Join us at our next meeting”, etc. Should only be sent to Chapter Members 
and Non-Members who have their R.E.N. set to “Yes”. 
 
Q28. Can I schedule alerts and email notifications with reports and KPIs within ThoughtSpot? 
 
A.    Yes! Within any KPI, or report, you can locate the “bell” icon / “alert” icon, which will then prompt you to name the subscription 
as well as identify the frequency and potential other subscribers to the alert. You can view all alerts/subscriptions within the 
Monitor tab from the top banner to further manage your subscriptions. 
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